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A Modern Website



What brings a
new customer to
your facility?

The Customer Journey



Let's put on our
customer's shoes.



Life-changing event
The Four D's of Storage (according to Ron Havner): death,
divorce, disaster, and dislocation. You can also count density
and downsizing as factors.
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The Customer

Journey
From someone in need to a paying
customer in 5 steps.
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Asking for recommendations
When in ned, people often turn to friends and family for
suggestions and ideas. They might also ask on their
neighborhood apps or community Facebook groups.
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Google search and online reviews
"Build it and they will come" doesn't work anymore. To get
more customers, you have to meet your customers where
they are. Nowadays, it's all about Google My Business.
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Vetting your website
Your website should sell your facility's top amenities the
same way your best managers do. The easier it is to rent, the
more rentals you'll get.
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The Move-in
And the big day. The moment we've all been waiting for. The
Move-in is typically considered to be the first step, but it's one
of the last steps in the customer journey.
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What does any of
this matter?



Delighting
customers will

help you get more
customers.



If a customer calls you, who
picks up? How do you pick

up? If they leave a voicemail,
does it get returned? Is your
manager equipped with the
tools to answer questions?

Customer Service

How hard is it to move in? Do
you have 5-minute rental

process or is it a 45-minute
rental? Do you offer online

rentals? Do you require a ton
extra information?

Move-in Process

How do you show up when
someone Googles for

storage units in your area?
When I drive up, do you look
clean and well-kept? Does

your gate work?

Online and Physical

What can I do?
Time to think like a customer.



How can my
website rent more

units?



List Your
Rates
Give Customers what they're
looking for right away.

Tip #1



Continuity
Consistent messaging across all
your entire company is a major
trust signal. 

It starts with your manager and
flows onto the website, Google
My Business, social media, and
in the community.

Tip #2



Build Trust
Make it easy for customers to call,
email, or fill out a contact form. 

Showcase your Google Reviews
throughout the entire website.

Photos and videos shows you're a
real business.

Tip #3



Educate 

Size guide
Unit filters
FAQs
Storage tips
Info on specialty storage

Tools to provide:

Tip #4



Make It Easy
to Rent

One click and you're in
Ask for the basics
Give the step-by-step
Clear, transparent pricing
Answer their questions

If it's easy, people will do it. 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bonus: How do you shop online?

Tip #5



List your rates1

Continuity2

Build trust3

5 Ways to Rent

More Units with

Your Website
Remember: Make it easy, and people will
do it.

Educate4

Make it easy to rent5





Join 600+ growing
storage businesses



Take the Self Storage Quiz:
www.storagepug.com/quiz

Made with love in Knoxville, TN


